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About This Game

Space Shock III: Backlash is a simple scrolling shooter, whose purpose is to go through all the stages of the game and fight with
the bosses.

Upgrade your technique!
Choose between mobility and survivability or damage and the number of guns!

Lots of different enemies that will force you to strain

7 types of weapons

4 types of bonus super-weapons

Hard and exciting bosses!

Black holes! Indeed, the most dangerous enemy of the game
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Publisher:
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system shock 3 dead space. dead space system shock 3. space shock 3

One would think an infinitely stretchy arm would make life easier.. YES, more Multi-Player BIG maps!

Also great fun is 4 teams of 3 players (or 3 teams of 4) in a 12 Multi-Player map, co-ordinating a team in a RTS game is
fantastic fun in team vs. team vs. team vs. team matchups!

Keep those HUGE maps coming!. This game sounded very promising when i bought it back in the end of 2015 the devs made
updates often and it was fun to play, Now 4 month after last patch (i was told there was one i jan. 2016 and i can see we are on
1.13 now) but no release note on it and the only thing it did for me is break the game totaly.

Here is what happend after last patch ... i started the game and all i got was a black screen and background music (program not
responding) so after a few tries i finaly got it closed by force. 2. try i restarted it this time in window mode and it started
normaly and i tried to load game, it loaded and i came into an empty base and all my charectors died and i was given the option
to load again or return to main menu. Tried to load a few times same result so i figured new patch save games dont work.

So i started a new game there are 3 game modes and 2 of them didnt do anything after i selected charectors and clicked start, so
i tried the 3 it let me click start but all i got was a black screen game dosn't crash it just give me black screen and background
music after a few min. i forced the game to close.

I just tell it like it is, the game is unplayble im very sad i paid money for this game and i hope no one else pays money for this
game unless the devs wake up and fix it, steam need to pull this game down since it's broken and the devs ignore the player not
even responding when asked if we can expect a new patch.

I'm not saying its a hox game yet coz i don't know what going on with the dev team but unless they respond soon i'll black list
this dev team forever and do what ever i can to spread the word.

And to steam please wake up and test the products your selling this hurts you too, i've always ben a big fan but i'm not going to
support greenlights when you keep selling games that is so broken you can't even play them.

I'll give this game 0\/10 as its not even a game right now only a start menu.. If you're a Gnome lover like me, you'll probably
purchase game with the word "Gnome" slapped in the title. If you're also like me, you're stuck in a nostalgia timewarp: any
game that is reminescent of those from your childhood must automatically be played. I didn't even hear about Gnome vs. Fairies
until the 2016 Steam Summer Sale, which, due to it's low price, I immediately purchased on the spot.

The story is pretty decent, the gnomes had some sort of four crystals that were destroyed which unleashed fairies into the world
and almost every Gnome was taken prisoner except the protagonist. The opening cutscene is paired with some awesome
accordian music which soon turned into a rock and roll fest.

The soundtrack is pretty good, definitely gives off the atmosphere depending on what region you are in.

Combat is pretty fun, although there are some glitches where attacks don't hit properly, or the enemy seems immune. The death
animation could use some work, it looks as though your character is just frozen in spot and then you automatically teleport to
the beginning of the level.

It's fun collecting things such as fairies, berries, and coins. Being able to customize your character with weapons and whatnot is
pretty neat.

One of my favorite features is the fact there's a hub world where, outside the levels, you can kick back and relax and explore.
The shop in the main hub reminds me so much of The Legend of Zelda.

All in all "Gnomes vs. Fairies" is a very fun, nostalgic expierence, albeit a tad tacky and right now somewhat broken but the
developer will probably fix that in due time.. Puzzles: 3/5 – Not super unique or hard, but not bad. Perhaps I'm a bit too picky
on the puzzles...
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HOGs 4/5- Some very excellent areas, I actually had to spend some time to find things instead of finding everything in a couple
minutes.

Story: 4/5 – Good for a casual game, 7 deadly sins are always fun. I actually cared what happened in the story rather than just
searching for the next puzzle. I did feel like the end was a bit rushed.

Graphics: 4/5- Very nice drawings and areas, unique as well and not just copies of each other. (Also I love the torture devices
they add for the wrath area).. Its a very simple game with a lot of bugs and small problems.
The achievments are very easy to get. so thats good, sort of.

I dont really recommend it, its not a game that you can get into and the screen always screws up for me for some reason.. This is
one of the rare games with good Steam Controller support on Linux. It works good via Steam Link.. And they say videogames
aren't educational.. ---{Graphics}---
\u2610 Realistic
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Don't look too long at it

---{Gameplay}---
\u2610 Amazing
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Below average
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Read a book instead

---{Audio}---
\u2610 Amazing
\u2610 Very good
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Below average
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Buy earplugs

---{Audience}---
\u2610 Kids
\u2610 Teens
\u2610 Adults
\u2611 Anyone

---{PC Requirements}---
\u2610 Check if you can run paint
\u2611 Potato
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 Nvidia tesla p40
\u2610 Runs poorly on anything

---{Difficulity}---
\u2611 Could play with guitar hero controller
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Difficult
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\u2610 Cuphead and Dark Souls combined

---{Grind}---
\u2611 Nothing to grind
\u2610 A little grind
\u2610 Average grind
\u2610 Too much grind

---{Story}---
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Below average
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Amazing
\u2611 It'll replace your life

---{Game Time [Hours]}---
\u2610 1-3
\u2610 5-8
\u2610 9-12
\u2610 13-20
\u2610 21-50
\u2610 51-100
\u2611 100+ (with steam workshop integration)

---{Price}---
\u2610 Worth the price
\u2611 Only if on sale
\u2610 Not recommended
\u2610 You could just invest in VHS tapes

---{Bugs}---
\u2611 None
\u2610 Minor bugs
\u2610 Quite a bit
\u2610 Fallout 76 on launch

My rating: 6\/10
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Starlite: Astronaut Rescue is a very short game. It is no wonder the game is three dollars.
The says that it is part of a larger project, so as a standalone game it is a quick and casual idea of what NASA is planning for
2034. The player has to make a mathematical calculation at one point in the game, but besides that, it seems like a very basic
concept for a much larger game.. This game is like a 2D version of Temple Run!! IT'S GREAT!! I would like skins\/outfits
something like that...5\/5 IGN
Link to video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=r1SjB6XizXo. Mad Dagger is a platformer with simple graphics and
gameplay. The main task is to kill all enemies on the level. You also can shred vegetables to path thru and collect coins. After a
number of levels, we will encounter the first boss.
In general the game is cheap and you should not expect from it advanced technologies and gameplay innovations.
. i like how the game is a game that is the game that is a game informing its a game on steam steam comes from vavle steam
comes from pots pans power plants plants comes from ground ground comes from floor floor comes from the dirt dirt comes
from earth earth is a ball so is the sun the sun is the hottest star its yellow people say its big when i was 3 i think its a planet you
know what looks like the sun the lays chips logo now that looks like a sun have you heard of pringles o i like how stale they are
and it makes it good because the pringles guy haves a mustache everyone likes mustaches the guy you start with looks like the
pringles guy i also like about the game is that every second you fight i only made it with 3 seconds of playing this game and i
tied a noose for the game reviewers man do they need it it have EXTREAMLY GOOD typos also is it BONELESS i like bones
bones bones are in chickens pizza has bones humans has bones this game has broken bones i like this game this game is good i
spent about 10 hours on the toilet playing this game good hours haveing bloody poop stains playing this game i connected my pc
to the sink and started the action boom bow beem pok this is the reveiw for this game i like this game i like how it cost 2 dollars
when you can get it free on virus websites good game good life good people good player i see your reviewer let you off with this
onegood game good play good typeos. This game was and entertaining and I highly recommend it. It's perfect if you are looking
for a quick sit down and laugh type game. The alternate endings was a nice new touch. I can't wait for more!!!. This is great!
Just what I was looking for. All the fun of the old Descent titles updated to current standards. Can't wait for the full version!
This is the ACTUAL new Descent game.. A fun arena FPS game that recaptures not just the feeling of playing N64 shooters
like GoldenEye, but the feeling of tweaking the settings and playing in very specific game modes, in this case with the
"explosives only" weapon set.

The game's only weapons are different types of throwable explosives. On top of that, there are plenty of game mode variations
like fast motion and invisibility. The game has a colorful, low-poly\/sprite-texture aesthetic that looks great. I haven't gotten the
chance to play a multiplayer game yet, but the single player campaign has plenty of fun to offer. It's styled after Mario 64, with
a hub-world full of doors that you unlock with collectables. You get more collectibles by returning to levels to play with
different variations and win conditions. The levels themselves are varied and creative, and keep the game interesting with things
like destructable floors and underground passages.

Definitely worth checking out if you miss the days of N64 party games.

. Multiplayer is dead, the points system is designed make you stop between 27000 and 28000, the game isn't even original, and
compared to all the games which would be massively improved by being less boring than 1v1, this game becomes utter nonsense
with more than two players since the winner is determined by who goes after the dumbest player.
Got this for less than a dollar and it was still a waste of money.
Wasn't going to even say anything but the designer comes off as desparate, begging for positive reviews in the game itself. You
can't tell me what to do, your half-effort game gets the negative review it deserves.. This game was recommended to me by a
friend, and all I have to say about this game is wow. for how short it was for what it offered it was just amazing to see someone
pore so much of there heart into something is fantastic to see. And to see what is created from what I could only guess is
hardship is a tremendous experience that I would recommend to all that may come across this. It plays the mind and shows are
flaws as people, but it is so well built that for a short time it is here in your mind, and as you play it shows you something varies
deep and can only be experienced by playing. This is one of the few games that has left me without words and was just an
excellent game. No matter how it was made its story graphically puts something I just can't put my finger on, and I love that. For
this game to be such a short dose so well with the time you're in its world. And it leaves you with wanting more but at the same
time not wanting anymore then it has to give to you. So for the price this game is a must play.
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